
Dear Sir/ Madam, 
 
Delivery Settlements happens daily. There is a possibility of internal delivery shortages at 
clearing member and trading member level. This is due to the current regulatory practice of 
netting the delivery obligations at member level. If delivery of the security to the buyer is not 
possible such shortages are closed out monetarily. Every clearing member adopts their own 
close out procedure. In this respect, please find below close out procedure for settlement of 
shortages for internal shortages. 
 
Policy on Internal Shortages Settlement w.e.f. 01/03/2022  
  
Delivery shortages arise in two types. 
 
 1. Deliverable to/Receivable from exchange  
 
 2. Receivable from one client and deliverable to the other client of the clearing member.  
 
Internal shortages arise when the client who sold the shares fail to transfer the securities to 
clearing member, who in turn should deliver the shares to buying client.  
  
So as per policy no covering of internal shortage (client to client) will be done. 
 
For settlement of delivery by close out price of a symbol would be determined as below. 
  

1. Additional 3% for Group A stocks and 5% for stocks other than Group A on the closing 
price of settlement day would be applicable.  
 

• This additional price would be compared to the highest price from the traded date till 
settlement date and auction price (if any) of that stock. 

 
2. In case price of the script is locked in upper circuit on settlement day and is also the 

highest price from traded date till settlement date then additional 20% will be applied 
instead of (3% or 5%)   

 
•    Highest price in this comparison is taken as close out price.  

  
Close out price would be multiplied with the shortage quantity to calculate the internal shortage 
obligations. Same amount would be collected from the short delivering client and it would be 
transferred to the buyer of that security.  
 
Further shortages of delivery from exchange would be handled as per exchange norms as per 
earlier. 
  
This policy would be applicable to the corporate action also, where the scrip is suspended or 
not traded in further. 
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